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I nearly lost my oldest daughter after each vaccine. She would turn blue stop breathing and
having severe seizures. This continuted every single time immediately after each shot. Our
Doctor kept lying to me and saying it was just a coincidence but they could never tell me what
was wrong. They put her in a hospital with extensive testing and spinal tap. And still no
answers. All they could tell me was that her white blood count was so high and that only
cancer patients in their dead beds only have it that high and that she most likely will die. It
would take weeks just to get her feeling a little bit better. Then back to doctors office for
another shot and back again with the seizures and high fever reaching up to 105. Sever ear
infections one after another. I think she was on antibiotics every month. I trusted my doctor
and the nurses would just scold and bully me every time I said I didn't want to give her
anymore shots. But after seeing her suffer so much and finally getting second opinions from
naturopathic doctors I finally decided to stop completely with the vaccines. She was 3 years
old.  It's the only reason I believe she is still alive. But she still suffers from black outs that
come out of no where. She will collapse anytime she feels sick. Busted her head several
times!! I had 3 more kids after her and non of them are vaccinated and hardly ever go to the
doctors and completely healthy. If they get sick It only last for a couple days and then they're
good. Where I see other vaccinated children who they're around that are constantly sick. Non
of my 3 kids ever even had an ear infection. My daughter is 19 now and I literally feel sick to
my stomach every time I think about what I allowed to happen to her and the damaging effects
that will always be with her. We as parents have the right to protect our children. And this is
stripping our right from doing that. Vaccines should continue to stay a choice and not
mandated. Taking away the religious exemption violates the first amendment of the
constitution!!!! 
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